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Second-Harmonic Generation of Laser
Radiation in a Plasma with a Density Ripple

Jetendra Parashar and H. D. Pandey

Abstract—High-power laser radiation with frequency u>i and
wave vector ktz propagating through a plasma at an angle to
a density ripple (0, fco) produces current and density pertur-
bation at (u>i ,ki + ko). The density perturbation couples with
the oscillatory velocity at (wi, fci) to produce nonlinear current
at [2^'1.(2 A-1 + k0)] driving second-harmonic electromagnetic
radiation. For a specific value of ripple wave number k0 = kOc,
the phase-matching conditions for the second-harmonic process
are satisfied, leading to resonant enhancement in the efficiency
of energy conversion. kOr decreases with the frequency ui\ of the
laser.

I. INTRODUCTION

HARMONIC generation of electromagnetic radiation in
laser-produced plasmas and laboratory plasmas is an

important nonlinear process with considerable potential for
plasma diagnostics [1]—[10]. The second harmonic is effi-
ciently generated near the critical layer via two schemes. First,
p-polarized light propagating at a small angle to the density
gradient undergoes linear mode conversion into a Langmuir
wave near the critical layer. The density oscillations arising
from the Langmuir wave beat with the oscillatory velocity
due to the laser to produce a second-harmonic current giving
rise to second-harmonic radiation. Second, the laser wave
undergoes a decay instability into a Langmuir wave and an
ion acoustic wave near the critical layer. The Langmuir wave
beats with the laser to produce a second harmonic, down-
shifted in frequency by the frequency of the ion acoustic wave.
In cases of intense short laser pulses the density profile at the
critical density is strongly steepened due to the ponderomotive
pressure. As an element of electron fluid, under the application
of the electric field of the laser light, moves back and forth, it
experiences different forces of restoration corresponding to the
local plasma frequency at different points of the orbit. Such
highly nonlinear behavior gives rise to the emission of high
harmonics, up to the 46th, as observed by Carman et al. [11],
[12].

In the less dense region there is no significant component of
density oscillations induced by the laser that could beat with
the laser to produce a second harmonic. Further, the plasma is a
dispersive medium with refractive index increasing with wave
frequency. Consequently the wave number, fo, of the second
harmonic is more than twice the wave number, fci, of the
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fundamental laser wave (k2 > 2 fci). Without k matching, one
can have only weak nonresonant second-harmonic generation.
The process could be important only when the additional
momentum hfa — 2 fik\ is available per photon in the system.

In this note we study the process of second-harmonic
generation (Fig. 1) in a plasma having a density ripple that
could provide additional momentum required for generat-
ing harmonic photons. The laser induces oscillatory velocity
ui(u>i,fci) of electrons which beats with the density pertur-
bation no(O, ko) to produce a current noV\ and a density
perturbation n[ (wi, fci + fco)- n[ beats with vi{ui,ki) to pro-
duce a nonlinear transverse current at (2 wi, 2 k\ + fco), giving
rise to second-harmonic radiation. For resonant excitation,
the second-harmonic field must satisfy the electromagnetic
dispersion relation OJ2 = u2 + k2c2, where UJP is the plasma
frequency. Using u2 = 2w\,k2 = |2fci + fco|2, and w2 =
Up + k\c2 in the dispersion relation, one gets the value of fco
required for phase matching:

k0 - | [-4 fci cos 9 ± sj'l6 k2 cos2 9 + 12 w2
p/c

2 ,

where 9 is the angle between fco ar>d fci- Fig. 2 displays the
behavior of fco with u>\ for different values of 9.

The above equation may be rewritten to obtain the laser
frequency w\ for resonant second-harmonic generation as a
function of ripple wave number fco at a given angle 9:

= U)p +
16 fcgc2 cos2 9 '

In Section II we obtain an expression for the nonlinear
second-harmonic current density in an unmagnetized plasma.
In Section III we solve the wave equation to obtain the field
and power flow density of the second harmonic. In Section IV
we discuss our results.

II. NONLINEAR CURRENT DENSITY

Consider the propagation of an electromagnetic wave

i x E\

fci ~ — 1 - - T
1/2

(1)

in an unmagnetized plasma, where uip = [A-Kn^e2 /m)1'2 is
the plasma frequency and n% is the average electron density.
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DENSITY RIPPLE

Fig. 1. Schematic of a second-harmonic generator.

The plasma also contains a density ripple

n0 = noe<E°-*, (2)

whose wave vector k0 makes an angle 6 with the z axis. In
response to the field of the EM wave, the electrons acquire
an oscillatory velocity

which in conjunction with the density ripple no produces a
density perturbation

feo •
(4)

When vi beats with n\ and v-i with no one obtains the
nonlinear component of second-harmonic current density

J2 =

- -n0ev2

-e I , fc0 • v
-z-novi x—
2 \ 2u>i

h z

(6)

This current produces a second-harmonic field E2 —
^2e-»[2wit-(2fc1+£0)-2]> which gives rise to^ the linear
component of second-harmonic current density J2:

(7)
mi(2wi + i

where -e and mare electronic charge and mass and i/(<wi) U s i n g ( 6 ) a n d ( 7 ) in t h e P o i s S O n e4uat ion> o n e o b '
is the electron ion collision frequency. In writing (3) and ^^Jf™^*™0™ d e n S l t y P e r t u r b a t l 0 n n2 =
(4) we have used the equations of motion and continuity, vi n 2 e ° x '•
and B\ also exert a ponderomotive force on the electrons.
FP — (-e/2 c)v\ x B\ parallel to the z direction. Fp induces
an oscillatory velocity v2 = i^ 'e" i ( 2 w i*~2 f c l 2^:

(5)
where

n2 = - -

f _
0/2 —

I V - J 2
(8)
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Fig. 2. Density ripple wave number versus the frequency of the laser for
resonant second harmonic generation for different values of 8 (the angle
between density ripple wave vector and the laser wave vector).

HI. SECOND-HARMONIC FIELD

The wave equation for the second-harmonic field is written

From (1) we get,

87TW1

From (13) and (14) we get,

V2£2 - V(V • £2) = —jiuiJ2 ^1

From the Poisson equation

V • E2 = —47ren2

4TT [ - n R e V - S 2

(9)
P2 7re2n2

0vjk2\G\

16TT

2 iwi mi(2wi -f- if)

• (2 fci + fco) • (xkOx +

16IT

v\ w\ lrii

£v2' ''

2 / , 2 , 2 1 ,
Ki "r "-Ox "+• 2 ^ O 2 (10)

where

where

and

£2 £3 1 —

Using (10) in (9) and replacing V2 by | -2fei + fco|2, we obtain

E2 = -pr- 2 Trinoev1
D2

2?r

x \k\

(11)

c2(2fc1
- 1

(14)

(15)

where

D2 =

The second-harmonic Poynting vector can be written as

F2 = ^ E 2 * x H2

The variation of \G\ with angle 6 is plotted in Fig. 3. Here
cfco/W = 0.4. For each 0, the corresponding value of wi/wp

(12) has been obtained from Fig. 2. G attains a maximum value of
Gmax ^ 0.03 at 0 - 30°,UI/UJP = 2.5. For a 1/̂ m Nd:glass
laser wi ~ 2 x 1015 rad/s of intensity 1015 W/cm2 propagating
in a plasma with density fluctuation level no/n% w 3% and
collision frequency i/ ~ 1011 s"1, we obtain P 2 /Pi = 15% .
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Fig. 3. Function G as a function of 8 for koc/ujp = 0.4.

IV. DISCUSSION

A plasma with a density ripple could be a suitable medium
for efficient generation of the second harmonic of electromag-
netic radiation. The density ripple can be produced in many
ways. The laser itself can undergo a filamentation instability
producing transverse density ripple with fcrj <. wi/c. One may
also launch a sound wave in the plasma with frequency much
smaller than the laser frequency but with a wave number k0

comparable to fci. The sound wave could also be generated
internally via stimulated Brillouin scattering of EM waves
[13]. In a plasma-filled cavity one may create a standing wave
which pushes plasma from the anti-nodes to nodal regions due
to the ponderomotive force. Recent experiments on the back
wave oscillator have indeed revealed that the ponderomotive
force on electrons is extremely strong and one could expect a
strong modulation of the density. Bottom and Ron [14] have
examined the role of density ripple on the growth of the TM
mode generating instability.

The efficiency of harmonic generation in excess of 10% can
be achieved for a Nd:glass laser at 1015 W/cm2 with a density
ripple of a few percent. The attractive feature of the scheme
is that it is operational even in the underdense region.

One must ensure here that the density ripple does not cause
linear scattering of the fundamental laser wave; i.e., one must
avoid the values of k0 for which k% ± 2kx • k0 = 0 or
k0 = =F2&I cos#. For the parameters considered in Fig. 2 this
condition is not satisfied; hence linear scattering is ruled out.
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